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Abstract: Our main object of study are Borel subalge-
bras of the Lie algebra gl (00) of finitary infinite matrices. 
By definition, a Borel subalgebra of gl (00) is a maximal 10-
cally solvable subalgebra. We give an explicit description of 
Borel subaIgebras as stabilizers of certain chains of subspaces 
in the natural representation of gl (00). More precisely, we 
c1aim that each Borel subaIgebra of gl ( 00) is the stabilizer of 
a unique maximal closed generalized flag in the natural rep-
resentation. We also discuss the relationship between Borel 
subaIgebras and toral subalgebras of gl (00). The paper is a 
self-contained statement of results and examples. Proofs will 
appear elsewhere. 
Key words (2000 MSC): Primary 17B05, 17B65; Sec-
ondary 17B30. 
Introduction 
In this talk we announce our recent general description of alI maximal locally 
solvable subalgebras of the Lie algebra gl( 00) or, equivalently, of its maximal 
simple subalgebra sl (00). In fact, our main result applies to any Lie algebra 
associated with a linear system, see Section 1 below. This result is part of our 
ongoing study of the structure of locally finite Lie algebras and in particular of 
the classical simple locally finite Lie algebras sl (00), 0(00) and sp( 00). 
Sections 1, 2 and 3 are of preliminary nature. In Section 1 we review some 
basic properties of linear systems, Le. of pairs of vectors spaces in duality, see also 
[M], and discuss the propertues of the Lie algebras associated with linear systems. 
Section 2 recalls the definition and main properties of generalized flags. Gener-
alized flags, see [DP2], are certain chains of subspaces in an infinite dimensional 
vector space which generalize the notion of a flag in a finite dimensional vector 
space. Section 3 summarizes results on maximal toral subalgebras of gl ( 00) fol-
lowing [NP]. The main result, Theorem 1, is stated in Section 4. If U denotes the 
natural representation of gl (00), the theorem claims that each Borel, i.e. maximal 
locally solvable subalgebra of gl (00), is the stabilizer of a unique generalized flag 
in U which is closed with respect to a natural c10sure operation. We give exam-
pIes and explain the relations to existing more specific results. In Section 5 we 
state results about the relation between Borel subalgebras and toral subalgebras 
of gl (00). In particular we describe all Borel subalgebras which contain a given 
lTaIk given by the first narned author at the conference "Lie and Jordan algebras, their 
representations and applications, lI" in Guarujá, Brazil, May 3 - 8, 2004 
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maximal toral subalgebra of a certain type, Theorem 20 We also discuss the toral 
subalgebras contained in a given Borel subalgebrao In particular we construct 
a somewhat unexpected example of a Borel subalgebra of gl(oo) which contains 
no nonzero toral subalgeraso This example also solves an open problem posed in 
[NP] as it is an example of a selfnormalizing locally nilpotent subalgebra of gl (00) 
whose adjoint representation is not locally finiteo 
The present talk contains no proofso The proofs of alI new results announced 
here will appear in a complete paper to followo 
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Conventions The base field is C. N = {1, 2, o o o}o All vector spaces and Lie 
algebras are assumed to be defined over C. The countable ordinal is denoted as 
usual by \{oo ALie algebra is locally jinite (respectively, locally nilpotent or locally 
solvable) if every finite set of elements generates a finite dimensional (respectively, 
nilpotent or solvable) subalgebrao A module Mover aLie algebra eis locally jinite 
if every vector m E M is contained in a finite dimensional e-submodule of Mo The 
superscript * denotes dual spaceo 
1 Linear systems and the Lie algebra gl ( 00 ) 
Let U and V be a pair of vector spaces equipped with a fixed bilinear form 
(1) (o, o) : U x V -+ C. 
Go Mackey calls such a pair a linear systemo In what follows we will always assume 
that the bilinear form (o, o) is non-degenerateo If (U, V) is a linear system, the 
vector space U (S V is naturally endowed with the structure of an associative 
algebra over C such that 
(2) 
where UI, u2 E U and VI, V2 E Vo Furthermore, U is a left U (S V -module such that 
(UI (SVI) °U2 = (U2, VI)UI, and V is a right U (S V-module such that VI o (U2 (SV2) = 
(U2, VI)Vlo Note also that (1) induces inc1usions U C V* and V C U* o 
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If both the dimensions of U and Vare finite or countable (in that case they are 
necessarily equal), G. Mackey has shown, [M], Ch. IlI, Lemma in Seco 5, that U 
and V always admit bases {uo} and {vo} with the property (uo , vrÚ = 60 ,{3, where 
60 ,{3 stands for Kronecker's symbol. An immediate corollary of Mackey's result 
is that if dim U and dim Vare countable dimensional or finite, the associative 
algebra U (8) V depends up to isomorphism only on dim U. If dim U = dim V = n, 
U (8) V is isomorphic to End U, and if dim U = dim V = ~o, U (8) V is isomorphic to 
the algebra MatL, of infinite matrices with finitely many nonzero entities. If either 
dim U or dim V is uncountable, the isomorphism class of the associative algebra 
U (8) V is not determined by dim U and dim V only. An example of a linear system 
with difIerent dimensions of U and V is the pair CU, V = U*), where U is a 
countable dimensional vector space and the bilinear form (o, o) is the canonical 
pairing U x U* -t Co 
For the rest of this talk we fix a linear system CU, V). We denote by 9 the Lie 
algebra corresponding to the associative algebra U (8) V, i.e. 9 = U (8) V with Lie 
bracket induced by the product (2). Each of the spaces U and V is a g-module. 
When both U and V are countable dimensional, 9 is isomorphic to gl ( 00 ), the Lie 
algebra of infinite matrices with finitely many nonzero entries. 
We also fix the following notation. For any subspace W C U we set W..L := 
{v E V I (w, v) = 0, for every w E W}. By definition, W..L is a subspace of V, and 
W C (W..L)..L cU. Following Mackey, [M], we call the correspondence 
W t--+ W := (W..L)..L 
closure, and cal! W closed if W = W. 
2 Generalized flags 
Any Borel subalgebra of gl(n) is the stabilizer of a unique maximal fiag of sub-
spaces in the natural (n-dimensional) representation. Our main result, Theorem 
1 below, is an analog of this statement for g. In the present section we introduce 
a class of chains ofsubspaces which we call generalized flags and which appear in · 
Theorem l. 
Let X be a vector space. A chain of subspaces in X is a set C of subspaces 
in X linearly ordered by inclusion. A generalized fiag in X, [DP2], is a chain of 
subspaces :F in X satisfying the following properties: 
(i) each space F E F has an immediate predecessor or an immediate successor; 
(ii) for every O =f. x E X there exists a pair F', F" E F, such that x E F"\F' 
and F" is the immediate successor of F'. 
Condition (i) implies that :F = {F~, F~}oEA, where F~ is the immediate pre-
decessor of F~, and A is an index set which is linearly ordered as follows: a -< (3 
if and only if F~ is a proper subspace of F~. If a subspace F E :F has both 
an immediate successor and an immediate predecessor, then F = F~ = Fg for 
some a, (3 E A. (In the latter case, (3 is the immediate predecessor of a in A.) 
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A generalized flag F such that the corresponding index set A of F is isomorphic 
as an ordered set to a subset of Z, is called a fiag in X. For the rest of the talk 
the superscripts I and " will be used to denote two subspaces in a generalized 
flag, such that the subspace with superscript /I is the immediate successor of the 
subspace with superscript I. 
Example 1. 
a) Any chain of subspaces in X of one of the following forms: 
(i) O C FI C F2 C ... C Fn C X; 
(ii) O C FI C F2 C ... , such that UiEN Fi = X; 
(iii) ... C F-2 C F-I C X, such that niEN F-i = O; 
(iv) ... C F-2 C F-I C Fo C FI C ... , such that niEZ Fi = O and UiEZ Fi = V 
is a flag in X. FUrthermore, any flag in X is of one of the above types. 
b) An infinite chain of subspaces in X of the form 
O C FI C F2 C ... C F-2 C F-I C X, 
such that UiEA+Fi = njEA_F_j, is a generalized flag but not a flag. Here A+ and 
A_ are nonempty subsets of N not both of which are finite. A simple case which 
we will consider below is the case when A+ = N and A_ = {I}. 
c) Let dim X = No and let {x q }qEQ be a basis of X enumerated by Q. For each 
q E Q, set F~ = span{xs I s < q} and F~' = span{xs I s :S q}. Then the chain of 
subspaces F = {F~,F~/}qEQ is a generalized flag with A = Q. 
A generalized flag F is maximal if it is not properly contained in another 
generalized flag in X. Clearly, F = {F~, F~}oEA is maximal if and only if 
dim F~ / F~ = 1 for every a E A. In particular, the generalized flag F from Exam-
pIe 1, c) is a maximal generalized flag. However, it is not a maximal chain of sub-
spaces in X for the chain C = {F~, F~' , F.}qEQ,.EIR\Q, where F. := span{ es I s < L}, 
properly contains F. In fact, one can check that C is the unique maximal chain 
in X containing the maximal generalized flag F, see also [DP2]. More generally, 
any chain C of subspaces in X determines a unique generalized flag. Indeed, if 
C = {Clt} is a chain and x E X is a nonzero vector, put F~/(C) := UFEC,x~FF and 
F~(C) := nFEC,xEFF. Then F:= {F~(C),F~/(C)}O#xEX is a generalized flag in X 
which we denote by fi(C). (See [DP2] for more details on the relation between C 
and fi(C).) 
If F is a generalized flag in X and {X{3},BEB is a basis of X, we say that F and 
{x{3} are compatible if there exists an order preserving injection </> : A --+ B such 
that F~ = span{x{31 f3 -< </>(a)} and F~ = span{x{31 </>(a) -f. f3}. For instance, the 
generalized flag in Example 3, c) is compatible with the basis {Xq}qEQ. 
Proposition 3 in [DP2] claims that if dim X :S No, then every generalized flag 
in X admits a compatible basis. There are generalized flags in X with dim X > No 
which do not admit compatible bases. 
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Consider now generalized flags in the space U of a linear system (U, V). In all 
considerations below U may be replaced by V. To every chain C = {C,.} in V we 
can assign the chain C := {ct} in V, and by iteration, the chain (C..l)..l in U . It 
is not true that C is a subchain of (C..l)..l, as for instance we may have C..l = {O} 
and, consequently, (C..l)..l = {X}, while C has infinitely many spaces. If F is a 
generalized flag, then F..l and (F..l)..l are not necessarily generalized flags but are 
in general well defined chains in V and U respectively. Therefore we can define 
F as fi«F..l)..l). We call F closed if F = F, and strongly closed if (F..l)..l = F. 
Clearly every strongly closed generalized flag in U is a closed generalized flag. The 
converse is not true. Here is an explicit characterization of closed and strongly 
closed generalized flags in U. 
Proposition 1 (i) F is strongly closed if and only if F = F for every F E F. 
(ii) F is closed if and only if F:; = F:; and F~ equals either F~ or F:; for every 
o: E A. 
Example 2. 
a) Let U be a countable dimensional space with basis {UaJaEA, V = span{u~j C 
U*, where u~(u,B) = Da,,B, and the bilinear form U x V -+ <C be the restriction of 
the canonical pairing U x U* -+ <C to U x V. Any generalized flag F which is 
compatible with the basis {ua } is automatically strongly closed. 
b) Let (U, V) be as in a) and let {aa} denote the coordinates of a vector u E U 
with respect to the basis {ua }. Identify A with N x N and let Uj for j E N be the 
subspace of U given by the system of j equations 
L ak,l =0, 
k,IEN 
Then the chain F 
L ak,l = 0, 
k,IEN,k~2 
... C U2 C UI cU 
L ak,l =0. 
k ,IEN,k~j 
is a (maximal) flag for which F..l = {O} and (F..l)..l = {U}, Le. F is not closed. 
c) Let now U = span{ui,ühEN, V = span{vi}iEN, and (Uí,Vj) = 8i ,j, (Ü,Vi) = 1. 
Then the chain F 
° C UI C U2 C ... C U' C U, 
where Uj = span{ui};<j, U' = UjENUj , is a maximal generalized flag in U. We 
have Uj = Uj for every j and U' = U. Hence F is closed but not strongly closed. 
3 Maximal toral subalgebras of 9 
In this section we review some results from [NP) which are relevant to our topic. 
We call an element g E fi semisimple (respectively, nilpotent) if it is semisimple 
(respectively, nilpotent) as a linear operator on the vector space U. A subalgebra 
t C fi is toral if alI its elements are semisimple. Similarly, to the classical case of a 
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semi sim pIe finite dimensional Lie algebra, any toral subalgebra of {l is necessarily 
abelian, [NP], Lemma 1.3. 
A dualsystem of one dimensional subspaces in the linear system (U, V) is a pair 
of sets of one dimensional subspaces Ua:, Va:, o: running over some index set A, 
such that (Ua:, V/3) = O if and only if o: 1= (3. There is the following correspondence 
between maximal dual systems of one dimensional subspaces (i.e. dual systems 
which are not proper subsets of any dual system), and maximal toral subalgebras 
of {lo If Ua: CU, Va: C V is a maximal dual system, we set 
Conversely, if t is a maximal toral subalgebra, we define the families of one dimen-
sional subspaces in U and V as eigenspaces of t with nonzero eigenvalues in U and 
V respectively. The following proposition is a reformulation of [NP), Proposition 
3.7. 
Proposition 2 The above correspondence is a well-defined bijection between the 
set of maximal toral subalgebras of {l and the set of maximal dual systems of one 
dimensional subspaces in the linear system (U, V). 
A maximal toral subalgebra t C {l determines also the following subspaces of 
U and V: 
Up : = {u E U I t . u = O for every t E t}, 
VlO := {v E V I t· v = O for every t E t}. 
It is shown in [NP) that (UP, ~O) = O. We call a maximal toral subalgebra t 
splitting if U = EfJa:EA Ua: and V = EfJa:EA Va: . 
Example 3. 
a) Let U and V be as in Example 2, a). The subalgebra t = EfJa:EA(CUa:) (81 (Cu~) 
is a splitting maximal toral subalgebra of g, and any splitting maximal toral 
subalgebra of {l is ofthis form for some basis {U~}a:EA such that span{(u~)*} = V. 
b) Let U and V be as in Example 2, c). The subalgebra t = EfJiEN(Cud (81 (Cu;) 
is a maximal toral subalgebra of {l which is not splitting. 
c) Let U and V be as in Example 2, a) with A = No Consider the following 
maximal dual system 
The corresponding maximal toral subalgebra 
t = EfJk ~3 Uk (81 V k 
is not splitting, and furthermore, both Up = CU2 and VlO = Cur are nonzero. 
In [NP) a Cartan subalgebra of 9 is defined as a self-normalizing locally nilpo-
tent subalgebra IJ of {l for which the adjoint module of IJ is locally finite. It is 
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shown ([NP], Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 3.7) that any such subalgebra of 9 
is the centralizer C(t) of a unique maximal toral subalgebra t of g. Moreover, 
C(t) = t EB (UP 0 VtO). lmposing the additional condition of local1y finite action 
in the above definition is in contrast with the definitions of a toral subalgebra or 
a Borel subalgebra of g. lndeed, the latter are very straightforward extensions 
of the definitions in the finite dimensional case. Therefore the problem whether 
locally finite action is a redundant condition is quite natural and was posed in 
[NP) . We show in Section 4 that this condition is in fact essential by constructing 
an example of a self-normalizing locally nilpotent subalgebra of 9 whose adjoint 
representation is not locally finite, see Example 4 below. 
4 Borel subalgebras of fJ 
We are now ready to announce and discuss the main result of the talk. 
We define a Borel subalgebra of 9 as a maximal locally solvable subalgebra of 
g. For the finite dimensional Lie algebra gl(n), every Borel (i.e. ma.ximal solvable) 
subalgebra is the stabilizer of a unique maximal flag in the natural representation 
of gl(n). The following theorem is a far reaching generalization of this resulto 
Theorem 1 Every Borel subalgebra b of 9 is the stabilizer of a unique maximal 
closed generalized fiag:Fb in U , and the map 
is a bijection between the set of Borel subalgebras in 9 and the set of maximal 
closed generalized fiags in U. The inverse map is 
where St.F denotes the stabilizer of :F. 
In fact, both maps in Theorem 1 are very explicito Firstly,:Fb = fie {b . U}.,.E u), 
where {b· U}uEU is the chain of cyclic b- submodules of U, and, secondly, St.F = 
2:", F:: 0 (F~)J. for any generalized flag :F = {F~,F::} in U. Furthermore, the 
maximal closed generalized flags in U have a sim pie description: :F is a maximal 
closed generalized flag in U if and only if it is closed and dim F:: / F~ = 1 whenever 
F~ = F~, cf. Proposition 1. 
Next we describe the nilradical of a Borel subalgebra of g. Let b be a Borel 
subalgebra of 9 with :Fb = {F~, F::}, and let nb denote the subspace of nilpotent 
elements in b. 
Proposition 3 (i) nb is an ideal of b. Moreover, nb = 2:", F:: 0 (F::)J. = [b, bJ, 
and b is the normalizer of nb in g. 
(ii) There exists a toral subalgebra [ of 9 such that b = l EB nb, and [l, b) C nb· 
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Unlike the case of gl(n), the toral subalgebra [ need not be a maximal toral 
subalgebra of g. For more details on the relation between Borel subalgebras and 
toral subalgebras of 9 in the case when 9 ~ gl(oo) see Section 5. 
In the rest of this section we use Theorem 1 to provi de examples of Borel 
subalgebras of 9 by describing explicitly their corresponding generalized flags Fó. 
The simplest maximal closed generalized flags in U are the maximal strongly 
closed generalized flags in U. Note that F is a maximal strongly closed generalized 
flag in U if and only if F is a strongly closed generalized flag which is also a 
maximal generalized flag. Let {UoJaEA be a basis of U such that for every a: E A 
there is an element u~ E V with (Uj3, u~) = Óa ,j3 for every fJ E A. Then every 
maximal generalized fiag in U compatible with {ua } is a maximal strongly closed 
generalized flag in U. Conversely, if F is a maximal strongly closed generalized 
flag in U, then :F admits a compatible basis {ua } with the above property. 
A sim pie example of a maximal closed generalized flag in U which is not 
strongly closed is the generalized flag F from Example 2, c). 
Our next example is an example of a Borel subalgebra b of gl (00) for which 
nó = b. As every Borel subalgebra is self- normalizing, b is an example of a 
self- normalizing locally nilpotent subalgebra of [(00) whose adjoint module is not 
locally finite. The latter follows directly from the explicit description of b. 
Example 4. Let U = span{üq}qEQ, V = span{u~}qEQ , and where 
if q > s 
if q ~ s . 
Then (o, o) is non- degenerate and dim U = dim V = No, hence 9 ~ gl (00). Simi-
larly to Example 1, c), set F~ = span{üs I s < q} and F~' = span{üs I s ~ q}. Then 
:F = {F~, F~/} is a maximal closed generalized flag in U for which F~ = F~' for 
every q E Q. Thus, for b = StF, nó = b by Proposition 3 (i) . Moreover, b contains 
no nonzero semisimple elements, and hence no nontrivial toral subalgebras. 
5 The case when 9 = gl(oo) 
In this section we restrict ourselves to the case when 9 ~ gl (00), i.e. dim U = 
dim V = No, and study the relationship between maximal toral subalgebras and 
Borel subalgebras of g. As the examples at the end of the previous section show, 
Theorem 1 is a powerful tool for constructing Borel subalgebras of gl (00). How-
ever, not all relevant information about a Borel subalgebra b can be easily read off 
the generalized flag Fó . In fact, it is very useful to look at the b- stable maximal 
closed generalized flags in both spaces U and V of g. The consideration of both 
representations U and V leads naturally to connections between Borel subalgebras 
and toral subalgebras of g. 
In the case of gl(n), every Borel subalgebra contains a maximal toral subalge-
bra, and in fact , infinitely many maximal toral subalgebras~ple 4 shows, 
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it is no longer true in the case of gl (00). On the other hand, every toral subalge-
bra of 9 is abelian, thus solvable, and hence it is contained in a Borel subalgebra, 
and, in fact, in infinitely many Borel subalgebras. The best understood Borel 
subalgebras are those containing a splitting maximal toral subalgebra of g, and 
we discuss them first. 
Define a splitting Borel subalgebra b of 9 as a Borel subalgebra b containing a 
splitting maximal toral subalgebra t of g. If b is splitting, alI b-stable subaspaces 
in U are of the form span{UC>}c>EB for varying subsets B of the set of indices A 
of the maximal dual system {UC>, VC>}c>EA corresponding to t. This folIows from 
the fact that alI t- invariant subspaces have that formo The folIowing proposition 
characterizes the splitting Borel subalgebras of g. 
Proposition 4 Let b be a Borel subalgebra of g. The following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) b is splitting. 
(ii) The b-stable maximal closed generalized fiags in both U and Vare strongly 
closed. 
(iii) There exists a direct system of subalgebras gn C g, such that gn ==' gl(n) and 
~ gn = g, and for which the intersection b n gn is a Borel subalgebra of gn for 
every n. 
InformalIy, Proposition 4 shows that if one thinks of gl (00) as the direct limit of 
gl(n), one is naturally led to consider splitting Borel subalgebras only. Proposition 
4 implies also that the splitting Borel subalgebras of 9 containing a fixed maximal 
toral subalgebra t are in a bijective correspondence with maximal generalized flags 
in U compatible with a fixed basis {uc>} of U such that Uc> E UC> for every a E A. 
In other words, the splitting Borel subalgebras containing t are in a bajective 
correspondence with permutations of the index set A. This result is well known, 
and has appeared in particular in [DPl], [N] and [LN]. 
Here are exarnples of splitting Borel subalgebras of g. We assume that the 
maximal toral subalgebra t and its corresponding dual system {UC>, VC>} are fixed. 
ExalDple 5. Here U and V are as in Example 2, a). 
a) If A = N, set Ui = span{Ujh~i and U-i = span{Uj}j:~i. Then the generalized 
flags 
and 
... C U- 2 C U- 1 cU 
are maximal, they are compatible with the basis {Ui}, and their respective stabi-
lizers are splitting Borel subalgebras of g. 
If A = Z, we set Ui = span{Ujh~i and the generalized flag 
. . . C U-1 C Uo C UI C ... 
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is also m~mal and compatible with the basis {Uj} and its stabilizer is a splitting 
Borel subalgebra of g. 
All generalized flags above are flags and the corresponding Borel subalgebras 
play a special role among alI splitting Borel subalgebras as each of them admits a 
basis of simple roots. We do not discuss roots in this talk and refer the interested 
reader to [DP1]. 
b) Let A = Q. Set, as in Example 1, c), U~ = span{usl s < q}, U~' = span{usl s ~ 
q}. Then the generalized flag :F = {U~, U~'}qEQ is maximal and compatible with 
the basis {uq }. It's stabilizer is a Borel subalgebra of g, and this Borel subalgebra 
does not stabilize any maximal flag in U. 
Here are some comments to Example 5. First of alI, both parts a) and b) show 
that a Borel subalgebra b C 9 does not necessarily have a one dimensional (or 
even a finite dimensional) b-stable subspace in U. On the other hand, a splitting 
Borel subalgebra b C 9 always stabilizes a unique maximal chain in U. This is the 
unique maximal chian Cb such that fi(Cb) = :Fb. In Example 5, a) Cb is obtained 
from :Fb by adding either U or O, while in Example 5, b) Cb equals the unique 
maximal chain containing :Fb introduced in Section 2: 
Cb = :Fb U {ULhER\Q, 
where UL = span{usl s < L} for L E lR\<Ql. 
As Example 4 shows, not every Borel subalgebra of 9 is splitting. A simpler 
example of a non-splitting Borel subalgebra of 9 is the stabilizer b of the maximal 
closed generalized fiag:F from Example 2, c). Note however that eventhough b is 
not a splitting Borel subalgebra of g, it is isomophic to a splitting Borel subalgebra 
of g, e.g. to the subalgebra corresponding to the second flag in Example 5, a). This 
phenomenon is related to the fact that b contains the maximal toral subalgebra 
t from Example 3, b) which is not splitting in 9 but is splitting in a subalgebra 
g' C 9 with g' ~ gl(oo). 
We complete this section by describing all Borel subalgebras of 9 which con-
tain a fixed self-normalizing maximal toral subalgebra t of g. Since t is self-
normalizing, Up = O or VlO = o. Without restriction of generality we assume that 
Up = O. For each eigenspace ua of t fix a nonzero vector ua E U a. Complete 
the set {Ua}aEA to a basis {Ua}aEA U {Ü/3}/3EB of U. Consider an index set C 
with an order """ such that thé relation "rI -r2 if and only if neither rI """ r2 nor 
r2 """ rI" is an equivalence relation on C. Suppose, furthermore, that a surjection 
7r : A u B -7 C is given and satisfies the following properties: 
(i) the restriction of 7r on A is injective and 7r-1(7r(A» = A; 
(ii) for every {3 E B, (ü/3, u~) = O if 7r({3) """ 7r(0:); 
(iii) for every {3 E B and every o: E A with 7r(0:) """ 7r({3) there exists a' E A such 
that 7r( 0:) """ 7r( a') """ 7r({3) and (ü/3' U~I) :f:. O. 
For every r E c, set F~ := span{ua,ü/3I7r(O:) """ r,7r({3) """ r} and F~' := 
span{ua,ü/3I7rC'Y) -/. 0:,7r(r) -/. {3}. Finally, set:F7r := {F~,F~'hEC. (In fact, 
F~, = F~2 and F~, = F~2 if rI and r2 are equivalent with respect to the equiva-
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lence relation above, so :F7r is indexed by the the quotient C/ - of C with respect 
to this equivalence relation.) 
Theorem 2 :F7r is a maximal closed generalized ftag in U such that StF contains 
t. Conversely, if b is a Borel subalgebra of 9 containing t, then:Fb equals F" for 
some 7f as above. 
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